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Author's Disclosure:
I, John McAfee, was retained by South China Zombie Research Centre to author a white paper
for their ILO. I was paid a ridiculously large amount of money - up front - for me to take on this
project. So much so that it is embarrassing to even talk about - so much that even Mother
Theresa might have lied through her teeth in order to keep it. I was also promised a staggering
percentage of the coins. The amount of cash up front that I was paid was $4.5 million usd. In
addition, I demanded and received 20% of their entire intended issuance of coins.
This offer arrived from the Centre at a time where I was desperately in need of money, and
would have sold my children into slavery if I could have convinced any of them to come near
me, in order to get the money.
You must certainly be aware that a person under such circumstances is likely to promise their
client anything. And I did. The only caveat being that I intended to tell the truth, no matter what
that truth might be.
With this in mind, as you read through this white paper you should judge my conclusions and
recommendations with the utmost scepticism and disbelief ... even disdain.
I hope that this statement has sufficiently educated you to the reality of my extreme motivation
to be self serving in this matter. Nay … even to deceive, lie, connive, cheat and any other
devious trick I might pull to serve myself at the expense of everyone else.
In spite of this statement, I fully expect the SEC to claim, before God, Country and the world,
that I duped the unsuspecting, the uneducated, the weak minded and even the Scientologists in
order to unjustly relieve them of the burdensome cash in their pockets and transfer it to mine.

With this in mind, and considering that no matter what the facts may be, some people will still
add 2+2 and arrive at 22 for their answer, I would like to add the following:
1. This is the most absurd concept in the history of crypto. By no light of rational reasoning
could this project be viewed as anything other than pie in the sky fantasy/horror from the
mind of a mentally deficient four year old.
2. Even if someone held a gun to my head, I could not muster any statement more positive
than: DO NOT INVEST IN THIS SHITCOIN!! Under any circumstances, at any time for
any reason.
Only an idiot would consider, even under conditions involving the most extreme warping of
reality, investing in this coin or any offshoot of this abomination!
If this does not meet the letter of requirements for the SEC then nothing will.
Let's move on.

I: Do Zombies Exist?

This is an important point, because my client - South China Zombie Research Centre - insists
that they do. Common sense would deny this claim, but I was paid, and in spite of common
sense, performed my due diligence in this matter.
Zombies fall into a class of fantasy entities that are the stuff of fiction - from books, movies and
other media generators. These entities are relatively new in human history - arriving on the
scene at around the end of the 19th century through authors such as H.G. Wells, Bram Stoker
and a horde of following Science Fiction and Fantasy authors, screen writers, radio producers

and screen directors. This group created flying saucers, ray guns, monsters from the deep,
vampires, aliens, time machines, men on the moon, invisible spirits, zombies, demons and
X-Men. Works of pure fiction and, yet, reality has manifested, partially, and in some cases
completely, many of these fictions.
1. H.G. Wells created a fantasy of men on the Moon at the turn of the 19th Century. At that
time, no one could believe that men would ever be on the Moon. It was as laughable a
concept as the motorcar. And yet - men have walked on the Moon.
2. Shortly after, Bram Stoker invented vampires. Beings who consume the blood of
humans. Well … If you are not aware of the thousands of existing cults that drink human
blood then you need to move out of your mom's basement. Here is a link for those who
forget easily:
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2015/aug/15/real-life-vampires-interview
3. 1950's SciFi movies were full of monsters from the deep. From "Creature from the Black
Lagoon" to "Godzilla" horrors from the sea crept onto the screen to scare us. Yet, years
later, when deep ocean vehicles and widespread availability of SCUBA devices hit the
scene, we discovered that the monsters of fiction paled in comparison to the real thing.
Toothed eels, Basking Sharks and worse krept into the known world of monsters.

4. Aliens? The jury is still out.

5. Even the ludicrous - ray guns, teleportation, mind control - have crept into the world of
realty . Ray guns and mind control weapons are already here. Teleportation at the
particle level has been achieved.
Whether art imitates life or life imitates art is not my concern. My concern is with what is real,
not with how something came into reality.
So let's evaluate the possibility that zombies might be real.

II: The Actuality of Zombies
Movies have portrayed zombies in different ways - some fast moving, some slow, some have to
die before becoming one, others no, etc. But there are certain characteristics of zombies that
are universal. The two most common are:
1. Zombies are human like. They attack people in public, sometimes in broad daylight and
eat their flesh while the person being eaten is still living. Generally the person being
eaten is a total stranger to the zombie.
2. The flesh of zombies appears decayed, pitted, ragged and falling off.
Given these two attributes it should be fairly easy to determine whether such manifestations are
real.
First, have there been any real world incidents of human like entities attacking a stranger in
broad daylight, in public, and eating their flesh? Well ….. yes. All you have to do is Google
"Cannibalism Today" and read the thousands of cases of people who still eat human flesh,
sometimes while their dinner is still living. If these cases seem too ritualized to be relevant then
Google "Flakka Face Eating". These are cases of crazed people randomly attacking strangers
and eating parts of their faces. In one case in Florida a few years back a man attacked another
in broad daylight near a freeway and ate his entire face - nose, chin, cheeks, eyebrows, the
flesh on his forehead.
It's happening. People are being attacked and eaten alive. Perhaps the numbers don't impress
you. Perhaps the spread of the problem is not geometric, like in the movies, but more linear
instead. I could give a sh*t about vector mechanics at this point. I'm discussing mere existence
versus non existence.
Let's look at the second attribute: flesh virtually falling off of the zombie entity.
The first recorded case of a flesh eating bacteria was in 1783, but the cases were so infrequent
over the centuries that only a handful of cases were ever recorded. Then, in 2004, a new strain
of bacteria emerged called MRSA (Methicillin Resistant Staphylococcus). There have been tens
of thousands of MRSA infections in which the bacteria began to rot the flesh of its victims.

Victims began to look like the zombies depicted in movies. It's odd, don't you think that in the
entire course of human history, a new strain of flesh eating bacteria arose that creates zombie
looking people, a mere 28 years after the world's first zombie movie hit the screen - "Night of the
Living Dead".
Be that as it may. I am not relying on MRSA to draw your attention. I'm relying on a street drug
called Krokodil. It is causing a global crisis of people whose flesh virtually melts off their bodies.
https://medicalxpress.com/news/2018-11-krokodil-flesh-eating-zombie-drug-global.html
Krokodil is the street name for Desomorphine. Contaminants in the illicit production process
have caused this pain killer to morph into a virtual zombie creation drug.
Now - I would like to ask you to consider: what if some laboratory managed to create a drug that
combined the effects of Flakka and Krokodil. Would you not then have a single drug that
created zombie looking people who acted like zombies?
Why though, would someone create such a drug? I can give you no answer other than life is a
strange and mysterious event with little explanation attached to it.

III: Has China Zombie Created A Zombie Dug?
The answer: absolutely not. I cannot tell you how I know this because I am under an extreme
non-disclosure contract which, if I were to divulge certain things, I would have to give the money
back. So I cannot say. You must simply take my word for it.
You might then ask: "Has someone else created such a drug and has @china_zombie
discovered it and is trying to counteract its effects? In other words is there a bad actor in the
world who is trying to destroy or control the world through the creation of zombies and is
@china_zombie trying to stop them?
Again … I am under an extreme NDA and can tell you nothing about this. I can only say that if
this is the case, then the CZcoin, whose proceeds will go toward whatever fight the South China
Zombie Research Centre may or may not be fighting, may be the most important, most human
critical project on the planet.
This is a preliminary white paper, with no real meat. I published this preliminary paper to counter
the outrageous rumors, especially in the Crypto Twitter space about myself and my client.
More to come.

